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Draft Online Safety Codes submission
We are pleased to have this opportunity to provide a submission into this important work.

Family Zone is an Australian company and one of the world’s largest dedicated to online safety. Today we
support more than 13 million students across 24,000 schools and some 400,000 parents. We offer a
sophisticated suite of online safety solutions including:

● Network, on-device and cloud based filtering & policy management
● Real-time activity analysis and intervention
● Student engagement
● Parental controls
● Student and parent online safety education
● Teacher professional development programs

As a dedicated provider of online safety solutions our interests are entirely aligned with parents, schools and
children. We, and our industry, are thus best placed to provide impartial advice to the government on matters of
regulation and technology.

Summary Review

Three objectives were outlined with respect to the codes. These, and our overall assessment of their
achievement is shown here.

Objective 1: Industry participants will take reasonable and proactive steps to create and maintain a safe online
environment for end-users in Australia.

Comment: We believe the Codes substantially reflect current practices which sadly have given rise to
alarming and increasing rates of harm. Specifically the proposed Codes:

a) accept the current deficient methods used to deliver age-appropriate access;
b) provide unnecessary carve-out for “platforms” to avoid compliance;
c) ignore the challenges of education; where parent purchased (BYO) learning devices are often

required by schools to be unsafe so that class & study is unaffected; and
d) ignore the fundamental role of the operating system providers and their obstructive

behaviour.
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Objective 2: Industry participants will empower people to manage access and exposure to class 1A and class
1B material.

Comment: We believe the Codes substantially reflect current practices and offer little practical
progress. Specifically the proposed Codes accept the current methods made available to parents and
children to configure privacy and security settings. These are manifestly failing.

Objective 3: Industry participants will strengthen transparency of, and accountability for class 1A and class 1B
material.

Comment: We believe the Codes have made good and sensible progress within this objective.

Overall it is our considered view that the proposed Codes reflect the current failing practices for these
industries and thus will fail to affect change or meet the eSafey Commissioner’s objectives. We urge rejection of
these Codes in favour of Standards pursued under the auspices of the Online Safety Act.

Set out in the enclosed report are our key observations. We have also provided:

1. A proposed test for these and future Codes (and any other regulatory measures) against the real-world
situations we and our community tackle each day; and

2. A proposed set of arrangements which would meet the eSafey Commissioner’s objectives and support
the real-world needs of the community.

Ultimately the job of my company and Australia’s online safety regulatory regime is to make a difference in the
daily lives of our children and in Australian homes and schools.

We make ourselves available to support the Commission as we can in this important policy area.

Yours sincerely

Tim Levy
Managing Director, Family Zone
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Key comments & observations
The following section outlines our comments with respect to the framework of the Codes and the draft Codes.

In our analysis for convenience we use the term platforms to mean social media, online gaming, websites apps
and their web portals and file sharing services.

Observation: The online safety technology industry has improperly
been excluded
Unfortunately and perversely the Online Safety Act does not identify the online safety technology industry as
an “online safety industry”.

This means safety technology providers for schools and parents, such as Family Zone, GoGuardian, NetNanny,
Norton, OurPact, Lightspeed and many others are excluded from the industry forums and collaborations
anticipated by Australia’s regulatory regime.

Australia is a world leader in such technology and given that our industry is the only one truly aligned with the
community, we have argued strongly since the Act’s exposure draft, that this is a substantial oversight.

Observation: Carve outs for features, risk profiles and scale create
too much wriggle room for industry
In our view the Codes largely reflect current practices and offer the designated online safety industries too much
subjectivity and wriggle room to determine their risk profile and thus required measures to be taken.

This construct will fatally undermine the ability of the Codes to address other classifications of material (as
these Codes evolve).

For example, the codes do not require platforms to block the upload or distribution of Class 1B material, even in
circumstances where children are likely to be involved. We should expect similar benign measures with respect
to other adult material in future Codes.

We urge you to move to a more definitive compliance structure.

Observation: The measures to limit access to 1B material are
problematic
The Codes do not require platforms to block Class 1B material even in circumstances when they are likely to be
accessed by children. Instead the Codes reflect a community standards, user-reporting & take-down approach
reflecting the practices of mainstream  platforms.

We recognise that limiting access to such material is complicated because such materials can concern legal and
illegal matters (eg medical drug use v the sale of recreational drugs) and illegal matters in a legal context
(discussions on the illegality of drugs).

However, in our view and important opportunity is being missed:

1. Technology to detect 1B material is available and is constantly improving, including the ability infer
context; and

2. At certain ages (or maturity levels) restricting access to certain types of 1B materials is reasonable.
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In our view a functional and reliable method of restricting access to Class 1B and 2 materials is predicated on
the establishment of reliable and scalable methods for maturity verification. This is discussed below.

Having said that, our recommendation is that Codes/Standards be set such that ANY social media or gaming
platform that is targeted at or frequently used by pre-teens and in any event where a platform is aware that
pre-teens are using the platform that moderation technology be required to be implemented to block Class 1B
materials for those users.

This is reasonable, possible and would be expected by the community.

Observation: The codes accept deficient maturity verification
measures
Ultimately all online safety measures (such the ambition of Safety by Design) require that platforms can
moderate content and features [eg enabling locating tracking, 3rd party chat or comments] based on user
maturity. To do so, platforms require scalable measures to robustly and safely identify maturity.

In our view, the proposals set out in the Codes are flawed both practically and technically.

The Codes accept user-entered age as a safety measure. This is practically no check on maturity at all.

Further, the Codes refer to age-assurance techniques. These are extremely unlikely to ever be accepted
en-masse unless provided by major names in technology eg Apple or Google. Why? Because consumers have
been shown to be incredibly sensitive to the capture of biometric information unless the provider has
substantial brand repute.

In our view, a safe internet, and safety by design, is achievable only with:

1 On-device identity

Device operating systems already have secure mechanisms to identify & authenticate users. In our
view they should be required to accept and retain maturity tokens set by a parent in the operating
system or through a 3rd party parental control app.

2 On-device controls

Parental control apps or operating system settings can then leverage these maturity tokens as
parameters to pass to online platforms.

3 Maturity based APIs

Online platforms can then accept these maturity tokens and provide a maturity appropriate
experience, including blocking the upload and distribution of Class 1B material as required.

This approach leverages existing technologies and techniques and ensures privacy can be maintained and
parents can be assured that their rules will be applied.

We urge you to direct your agency to pursue such an approach.

Observation: The codes ignore schools & learning devices
The Codes, (particularly Schedule 8) does not factor or address in anway the prolific use of technology, and in
particular parent purchased (BYO) devices in schools.

Unfortunately learning and safety technology is often in conflict with parental needs and parental control
software. And often this results in school policies which mandate that no online safety technology be used after
school.
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We estimate that there are 2-3 million learning devices in Australia representing a considerable oversight in the
Codes and community exposure.

We urge you to ensure Codes (or Standards) properly consider the challenge of BYO learning devices in
schools.

Observation: The codes do not appropriately recognise the
fundamental role of Apple, Google and Microsoft
With today’s tech landscape “on-device measures” are fundamental to safety and security.  An example is
mobile payments which are facilitated by the inherent trust we have in the device platforms and the associated
“on-device technology” which protects identity and banking details.

The same approach is not only possible for ‘safety’ technology, it is actually used extensively by businesses and
schools who are provided access by Google, Apple and Microsoft to (device) operating system features which
securely identify users and deliver to them a curated “digital experience”.

Unfortunately Google, Apple and Microsoft do not provide similar features to parents/consumers either
directly (via so-called first party parental controls) or indirectly (through so-called third party parental
controls).

Furthermore, it is noted that operating systems are not defined as an industry in the Online Safety Act and
whilst some attempt has been made to identify them as a Designated Internet Service (and thus bring them
under the Codes) this does not address these fundamental problems.

What businesses & schools can do that parents cannot!

Perversely, Apple, Google and Microsoft offer business app developers access to more functional and more
robust safety features to support the supervision and protection of adult employees than they offer app
developers seeking to support mums and dads to protect their kids. They allow business app developers but not
parental control apps to reliably, and across almost all device types:

● Impose content filters for adult content e.g. explicit iTunes content;
● Restrict what apps can be installed and run-on devices;
● Calculate and limit time of app use (ie screentime);
● Manage access to messaging services eg iMessage;
● Manage who users can call/message;
● Limit access to device features such as accessing location services and hotspotting;
● Block the removal of safety settings; and
● Block the use of methods to hide activity eg through VPN services.

A pattern of undermining parents!

Google, Apple and Microsoft have been proven untrustworthy with creating and maintaining safety features
and providing fair access to parental control app developers. Highlighted below are some troubling recent /
relevant decisions by these companies.

● In 2018 Apple removed parental controls Apps from the App store at the same time they launched the
vastly more limited Apple Screentime

● In 2020 Apple introduced a Private MAC feature into iOS with limited warning which compromised the
safety of millions of devices.

● Apple and Google maintain a policy that at the age of 13 children have the unequivocal right to remove
any restrictions set by their parents. They do not however extend this right to controls set by schools or
employers.

● In 2017 Apple removed iMessage from control by parental control apps, exacerbating the challenge so
many parents have getting their children to have uninterrupted sleep.

● In 2020 Google introduced new measures to limit parental control app use of location services whilst
protecting their ubiquitous use of location tracking.
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● With the release of Windows 10 in 2015, Microsoft ceased supporting developer access (ie application
interfaces) to work with Windows inbuilt parental controls.

Evidenced in global inquiries!

Regulatory and antitrust inquiries globally have evidenced this behaviour and specifically that the app
marketplaces (of Apple & Google):

1. make deliberate commercial choices that put children in harm's way; and
2. deliberately undermine the ability of parents to supervise and protect them.

For example, the US House Judiciary Committee’s SubCommittee on Antitrust, Commercial and Administrative
Law investigated Apple following Apple’s removal of all parental control apps from the App Store in 2018 .1

Leaked internal Apple emails uncovered by the inquiry found Apple used children’s privacy as a manufactured
justification for their anti-competitive behaviour. For example :2

● Apple’s Vice President of Marketing Communications, Tor Myhren, stated, “[t]his is quite incriminating.
Is it true?” in response to an email with a link to The New York Times’ reporting.

● Apple’s communications team asked CEO Tim Cook to approve a “narrative” that Apple’s clear-out of
Screen Time’s rivals was “not about competition, this is about protecting kids [sic] privacy.”

● Apple reinstated many of the apps the same day that it was reported the Department of Justice was
investigating Apple for potential antitrust violations.

The ACCC’s Digital Platforms Inquiry’s landmark 2021 report on app marketplaces concluded that “First-party
[ie Apple & Google] apps benefit from greater access to functionality, or from a competitive advantage gained by
withholding access to device functionality to rival third-party apps.” (page 6) 3

The discriminatory practices found by the DPI are those that are used by Apple and Google to undermine the
effectiveness of parental control apps. Parental control apps are restricted from accessing key operating/eco
system features that would make them otherwise highly performant, effective and immune to violation by
children. These companies place no equivalent restrictions on their first party apps or on app developers for
business.

The direct result of this anti-competitive practice is the disempowerment of parents to protect their children
online. Parents are forced into limited and unreliable options and key parenting decisions get made by big-tech
e.g. on what’s appropriate for children to use and that once a child turns 13 they can opt out of their parents'
safety settings.

Unfortunately the DPI’s report recommended a wait-and-see approach to regulatory measures with respect to
this discriminatory behaviour.

In contrast, U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar (D-MN), Chairwoman of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on
Competition Policy, Antitrust, and Consumer Rights, and Senator Chuck Grassley (R-IA), Ranking Member of
the Senate Judiciary Committee, announced in October 2021 the introduction of bipartisan legislation (the
American Innovation and Choice Online Act) to restore competition online by establishing common sense4

rules of the road for dominant digital platforms to prevent them from abusing their market power to harm
competition, online businesses, and consumers.

We can assure you that every single technology provider in the parental control space would testify to this
market construct and the behaviour of Google, Apple and Microsoft as being the most fundamental and most
important issue in online safety.

Until this is addressed, we respectfully submit that all objectives of the regulatory regime will be unmet.

4 https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/2992/text

3 Digital platform services inquiry - March 2021 interim report

2 https://www.ped30.com/2020/10/07/full-text/

1 https://judiciary.house.gov/news/documentsingle.aspx?DocumentID=3429
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Considering the real issues facing Australian parents
In our view the adequacy of the industry online safety Codes and all measures of our regulatory regime are best
determined by considering them against the real world situations that our community wants addressed. The
following table provides an analysis of the Codes.

Common real-world
situation

Commentary Do the coles improve the situation for Australian
families?

Porn shown in internet
search previews

An 8 year old girl searches
the internet for cats and is
shown previews of
hardcore pornography

Research suggests that
girls on average access
porn before 10 and this is
a common access
scenario.

No.

Schedule 4 (Search engines) reflects existing practice
where Safesearch functions are not defaulted nor are
they practically enforceable for children.

Adult content in social
media

A curious pre-teen
downloads and starts using
a social media app with
risky adult themes or
content such as Tik Tok,
Twitter, Snapchat or
Omegle.

Twitter and Omegle
contain hardcore
pornogrpahy and all of
the platforms listed here
a heavily used by adult
content creators to access
audiences. Algorithms are
adept at identifying and
targeting teens interest in
risky and adult content.

No.

Schedule 5 (App Distribution) reflects current (failing)
practice where there are no practical measures
available to ensure children can only access age
appropriate apps.

Schedule 1 (Social Media) reflects current (failing)
practice where asking a user to confirm their age
represents age verification.

Schedule 8 (Equipment) reflects current (failing)
practice where operating system provided parental
controls are not practical or suitable and does not
require that 3rd party parental controls be supported.

Risky pathways in social
media and chat

An ‘outsider’ teen with
emerging mental health
issues downloads and
starts using Reddit to find
groups with similar
interests.

Reddit and many other
apps like it offer the
ability for communities to
connect and share. Few
barriers are imposed and
children can find their
way into risky pathways
and accessing hardcore
content.

No.

Schedule 5 (App Distribution) reflects current (failing)
practice where there are no practical measures to
ensure children can only access age appropriate apps.

Schedule 1 (Social Media) reflects current (failing)
practice where asking a user to confirm their age
represents age verification.

Schedule 8 (Equipment) reflects current (failing)
practice where operating system provided parental
controls are not practical or suitable and does not
require that 3rd party parental controls be supported.
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Common real-world
situation

Commentary Do the coles improve the situation for Australian
families?

Child grooming in social
media and gaming apps

A child is groomed online
through meeting an
individual in a social media
or gaming platform.

Increasingly social media
and gaming apps are
introducing methods for
unknown users to
connect and
communicate with each
other.

No

Schedule 1 (Social Media) reflects current (failing)
practice where methods to limit who can contact your
child are easily bypassed by children (eg by creating
separate accounts or learning parent PINs).

Schedule 2 (Relevant Services) reflects current (failing)
practice with respect to the ability of platforms to
identify users and restrict children from meeting
strangers. Suggested measures are easily bypassed by
children (eg by creating separate accounts or learning
parent PINs).

Inadequate native
parental controls

A parent sets-up Apple
Screentime and/or Google
FamilyLink on their child’s
devices and believes they
are now safe.

Apple and Google native
parental controls are
limited and hackable.
Further, at age 13 these
companies invite Children
to remove them.

No

Schedule 8 (Equipment) reflects current (failing)
practice where operating system provided parental
controls are not practical or suitable and does not
require that 3rd party parental controls be supported.

Schools banning use of
parental controls

A school with a parent
funded device program
(BYOD) mandates that
parents do not install
parental controls on these
devices

The typical device
funding model in
Australian schools is
BYOD and schools are
reluctant to “manage”
these devices and often
require parents not install
parental controls so that
learning is interrupted.
These devices are unsafe
for children to use.

No

Schedule 8 (Equipment) does not address the use of
devices in learning situations or the complex online
safety challenge of devices being used at school and at
home.

Obfuscation of activity by
children

A somewhat determined
child uses incognito mode
in their browser or
disappearing messages (eg
Snapchat) to hide activity
from their parents

Hiding activity is easy
and becoming more so
with increasing emphasis
on privacy in apps and
browsers. Thai is
disarming legitimate
parental needs to monitor
children.

No

No measures have been identified which address this
issue.

Buying drugs via the dark
web, Telegram or
Instagram

A child meets someone
online and exchanges
funds electronically for the
delivery of illicit drugs.

There is an increasing
prevalence of teens (and
adults) buying drugs (and
other illegal items) online
through apps and the
dark web. Telegram and
Instagram are well known
for this. Accessing the
dark-web  is now trivially
easy through many
browsers.

No

Schedule 1 (Social Media) does not require social
media providers to block access to 1B material even in
illegal contexts.

Functionality of browsers to enable obfuscation of
activity (eg VPNs) or accessing the dark web are not
(from what we can determine) covered in the Codes.
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Common real-world
situation

Commentary Do the coles improve the situation for Australian
families?

Upload and sharing of
illegal material

An user seeks to upload
and/or share illegal
material (1A or 1B) in an
online platform.

The focus of this phase of
the industry codes is on
such activity. Getting the
framework right is critical
to the development of
codes which address the
other material
classifications.

No.

The Codes do not require platforms to block Class 1B
material even in circumstances when they are likely to
be accessed by children. Instead the Codes reflect a
community standards, user-reporting & take-down
approach reflecting the practices of mainstream
platforms.

Our recommendation is that Codes be set such that
any social media or gaming platform that is targeted at
or frequently used by pre-teens and in any event
where a platform is aware that pre-teens are using the
platform that moderation technology be required to
be implemented to block Class 1B materials for those
users.

This is reasonable, possible and would be expected by
the community.

A pathway forward
The following sets out a practical way forward for the Commission and industry Codes (or Standards).

In our analysis for convenience we use the term platforms to mean social media, online gaming, websites apps
and their web portals and file sharing services.

MATERIAL & FEATURE CLASSIFICATIONS
Government should issue guidance to apps/sites on suitability of various forms of content (classification
scheme) and features (eg chatting with anonymous accounts, location tracking] for different maturity levels.

Codes/Standards should be set which require platforms implement techniques which allow users and/or their
parents to configure (based on maturity) access to these materials or functionalities through:

1. Platform user profiles; and
2. On-device restrictions configured in parental control apps or as tokens set in the operating system.

Comment: On device restrictions can be passed to the online platforms to ensure moderated access. This
approach exists today, including through Google Web Searches and YouTube.

MANDATORY ADULT SITE REGISTRATIONS
Codes/Standards should be set which require all websites which provide or include adult material (eg porn sites
and adult dating) to register with the eSafety Commission or possibly an industry body that our company would
be happy to be a part of.

Codes/Standards should be set which require online safety technology providers and all network providers (e.g.
schools, telcos and WiFi hotspots) block unregistered platforms which provide such material.

Comment: We submit that adult sites accessible in Australia should be prepared to be registered and to
demonstrate compliance with the highest standards. The community would expect this.
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MANDATORY CONTENT SCANNING SERVICES BY BIG-TECH
Codes/Standards should be set which require Google, Apple and Microsoft provide FREE access to tools which
scan images & videos for material which is illegal and harmful.

Comment: These company's profit immensely from the internet and they should be expected to make the
internet a safer place. The community would expect this.

MANDATORY OPERATING SYSTEM AND BROWSER SUPPORT
FOR PARENTAL CONTROLS
Codes/Standards should be set which require Google, Apple and Microsoft plus all internet browser providers
support, equally through first and third party apps or extensions features which allow schools & parents to:

1. Sites: Restrict users to age appropriate websites (eg block adult sites)
2. Content: Restrict users from inappropriate web-content (eg block comments in YouTube)
3. Apps: Restrict users to age appropriate apps (eg block dating apps)
4. Device Features: Restrict users to age appropriate device feature (eg block location sharing, use of

VPNs or Hotspotting)
5. App Features: Ensure their children are directed to age-appropriate feature within apps (eg Google

Safe Search and Youtube Restrictions)

Comment: All of the technologies required for this exist today however Google, Apple & Microsoft deliberately
limit their capability and restrict consumer focussed Apps from accessing them. This is undermining parents
and needs to be addressed urgently. The community would expect this.

MANDATORY NETWORK BASED FILTERING
Codes/Standards should be set which require any publicly available or child accessible network to implement
technology which:

1. Blocks illegal and adult sites on child accessible networks eg WiFi Hotspots & Schools; and
2. Blocks illegal material and non-compliant / unregistered adult sites on telco networks.

Comment: Telcos and networks can easily comply and exercise reasonable endeavours through the use of low
cost DNS technology. The community would expect this.

MANDATORY CONTENT SCANNING TO BE USED BY PLATFORMS
Codes/Standards should be set which require that all platforms that are targeted at or frequently used by
pre-teens and in any event where a platform is aware that pre-teens are using the platform that moderation
technology be required to be implemented to block illegal and harmful materials for those users.

Comment: There should be no excuses. Technology to do this is available, affordable and improving. The
community would expect this.

MANDATORY SUPPORT OF CONTROLS BY PLATFORMS
Codes/Standards should be set which require that all platforms support the following measures to enable
content moderation:

● Parent Settings: Parent settings which can be configured to restrict users to maturity appropriate
content and features (eg Comments, Video streaming, Location tracking); and

● Parental Control APIs: API’s which can be used by on-device safety software to direct users to
maturity appropriate content (like provided by Google with YouTube Restrictions & Google Safe
Search) and features; and
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Comment: It is critical that requirements be for both of these measures. Parent settings are too easily bypassed
by children. On-device technology is critical and Google's YouTube Restrictions is a fantastic example of what is
possible (all schools and parental controls can easily enforce maturity levels in YouTube because Google
provides an API). The community would expect this.
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